
St. Edward & Our Lady of Guadalupe Physical Education Teacher (TK-8)

Job Title

Transitional Kindergarten-8th Grade Physical Education Teacher

Job Summary

This position will be shared by two school locations, 3 days at St. Edward (Newark) and

2 days at Our Lady of Guadalupe (Fremont). The Physical Education Teacher is

responsible for creating a classroom environment that fosters and cultivates the physical

well-being of all students from grades Transitional Kindergarten to 8th Grade. The goal

of the physical educator is to develop motor skills, physical development, and

understand healthy habits. The teacher must be knowledgeable about healthy life

practices. The teacher must be able to be creative and resourceful in the physical

education class, as limited space, unforeseen events, and weather all play a role in the

space that the teacher will be able to use. The teacher must be flexible and engaging, as

the teacher will be teaching multiple grade levels throughout each week.

Ideal Candidates

1. Holding a California Single Subject Teaching Credential in Physical Education is

recommended

2. Be able to be flexible, creative, and resourceful.

3. Carry enthusiasm while teaching the primary grade levels as well as at the Jr.

High level.

4. Have strong class management skills, and be able to establish class norms.

Duties and Responsibilities

1. Provide quality and age appropriate physical fitness, health education, rhythms

and dance.

2. Demonstrates the ability to facilitate the physical, cognitive and socio-emotional

learning.

3. Reaches and engages all students in the classroom and has a goal of maximum

participation.

4. Demonstrates the ability to differentiate lessons when necessary for all students

to experience success.

5. Collaborates and communicates with teachers, specialists, and staff members to

create a sense of continuity within the school community.

6. Incorporates cross-curricular activities, to reinforce the sense of continuity with

other teachers.

7. Demonstrate ability to understand and include the Student Learning

Expectations that are based off of the schools’ Dominican values within lesson

plans.

8. Creates and runs the yearly Field Day (usually in May), a day in which the entire

school is engaged

Please contact Tina Cruz at tcruz@csdo.org if interested.

mailto:tcruz@csdo.org

